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ABSTRACT

METHODOLOGY

miRNA are biomarkers for early diagnosis and
prognosis of diseases1. Gold standard miRNA
detection techniques (qRT-PCR or NGS) are
expensive and need specialized labs. We have
developed an alternative low-cost, rapid, and
ultra-sensitive miRNA detection sensor.
The proposed luminescence platform
combines upconverting nanoparticles
(UCNPs), magnetic microparticles, and a
photoligation reaction and provides a limit of
detection of small specific oligonucleotide
sequences under real-like conditions of 50 fM.

This sensor use single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) functionalized magnetic microparticles (Mag
probe) that capture and concentrate ssDNA-UCNPs (UC Probe) on a solid support, when a
complementary target sequence (miR-21-5p DNA-analogue) is present in the sample.
1) Synthesis protocol:
1a) Mag Probe: Functionalization of

magnetic microparticles with ssDNA
photoactivatable probe complementary
to a partial region of the target
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1b) UC Probe: Synthesis of NaYF4:Yb 3+/Er3+ NPs by

thermal coprecipitation method  Preparation of
UCNPs@PAA  UCNPs@PAA conjugation to ssDNA
complementary to the remaining region within the
target sequence
UCNP
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2) Assay protocol for the detection of miR-21-5p
2a) Incubation (2h):

Mix: UC Probe + Mag Probe + target@ different concentrations
target miR-21-5p DNA-analogue

2b) Washing using magnetic
separation rack

2c) Drop drying: magnetic

agglutination on a glass slide

2d) Detection

Excitation laser 980 nm
UC
Probe

Laser spot area
300 microns

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) Sensor optimization
UC Probes 35 nm
Exc 1.3 kW/cm2

 # Mag Probes in drop / agglutination
magnet diameter / laser spot area
 UC Probe size / excitation intensity
1.3 kW/cm2
0.4 kW/cm2

2) Improvement of LOD by UV photoligation reaction

which covalently link the ssDNA-UCNPs and the ssDNA-magnetic
particles that were held face to face upon hybridization with the
target sequence. 5 min photoligation before washing step
1.3 kW/cm2
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Mag
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Fig1. Red emision band spectra of UC Probes captured
and concentrated by Mag Probes upon hybridization
with different target concentrations. Control accounts
for non-specifically bounded UC Probes

Fig 2. Integrated intensity of red emission band vs target conc.
Dashed line show LOD=Background+3xSD

 Magnetic concentration at drop deposition is
 Limit of detection (LOD) [target] = 0.5 pM
needed to record significant luminescence
still over concentrations reported for breast
 Small magnets lead larger variation of UC Probe
cancer patients (89-102 fM)2
spatial distribution hampering luminescence
 Relative Sensitivity (RS @5pM) = 30%/pM
 3 times larger excitation intensities are required
5-fold greater than the one reported in similar
for smaller UC Probes to get similar sensitivities
streptavidin coated solid support assays3

Fig 3. Photoligation allows stringent washes (higher volumes and more washing cycles) removing
non-specifically bound UC Probes before to magnetically concentrate them in the solid support

Photoligation improves S/N ratio which translates in an 10-fold
improvement of the LOD = 0.05 pM
400-fold improvement when compared with similar sensors3

3) Detection on real-like samples
miRNA extracted from
serum of healthy
patients was added to
the buffer solutions
containing the different
target concentrations
aimed to be detected

4) Estimation of sensor response based on equilibrium ligand-binding assays
Including non-specific binding in Hill-Lagmuir Eq. for
quantifying target-UC Probe interactions in ligandbinding assays, we reproduced the experiments

Fig 4. Detection of miRNA in samples that contained total miRNA extracted from human
serum. Red dashed line (no synthetic miR21-5p target included). Blue dashed line (containing
miRNA extracted from serum but lacking synthetic target).

The major factor limiting the sensor LOD is the nonspecific binding. LOD can be theoretically estimated

Fig 5. Fraction of capture UC Probe vs target concen.

 Similar LOD=0.05pM, linear dynamic range, and sensitivity
 Possibility to detect miR-21-5p even on healthy patients2 (50 fM)

CO N C LU S I O N S
 The combination of UCNPs, magnetic microparticles, and a photoligation reaction
provides a low-cost, rapid, and ultra-sensitive sensor of small oligonucleotide sequences.
 This sensor achieved a relative sensitivitie (30%/pM) and LOD (50fM) 5-fold and 400-fold
(respectively) greater than the obtained in similar platforms to detect DNA sequences3.
 Photoligation is shown a suitable strategy to overcome the drawback of non-specific
binding and to improve 10-fold the limit of detection.
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